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Abstract 

This study discusses the influence of the form and formation of the 

current Iranian Political regime based on Shi’eI religious authority and 

the form of the Arab political regime in all of its details under the Arab 

regional changes which started in second Gulf War and the accelerating 

transformation in Iraq during the recent years in addition to the increase 

of appearance of the Iranian nuclear file as an influential factor in the 

area. It also focuses on the expansion of Iranian influence on resistance 

movements in the area particularly Hizbollah party in Lebanon.     

This study highlights in detail the form of Iranian political regime in Iran 

and Arab countries with a deep focus on the history of the former Iranian 

regime sic ether era of the Shah, it also presents the form of Iranian 

relationship with Arab countries in detail in addition to studying the form 

of the Iranian relationship with different organizations in the region, 

particularly the Islamic Resistance Movement Hamas and Hezbollah 

party in addition to focusing on the Iranian Nuclear File and its influence 

on the political regimes in the region.   

 

This study is based on a hypothesis that the Arab Political regimes 

and its weakness particularly after the second gulf war has affected 

directly on the Iranian role in the Middle East. It had provided him with 

an opportunity to open new sovereignty areas on the level of states and 
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groups under the existence of America in the area which opened the 

opportunity for the Iranian interference in Arab region. 

 

This study is composed of six chapters: starting with preliminary chapter; 

which includes the hypothesis, research problem, literature review, 

objectives of the study and its significance. Then, chapter two which 

highlights the form of Arab political system starting with defining the 

political regime, then inception or establishing the Arab nationalism, 

beginnings of formation of Arab regional regime form in addition to 

national movements pre-independence in the whole Arab region .While 

chapter three studying the formation of Arab political regime through 

highlighting the phases of Arab countries independence and development 

of Arab nationalism in it in addition to focusing on establishment of Arab 

league, presenting Arab American relationships, then Arab 

interrelationship. While chapter four has focused more on Iranian 

political regime beginning from the phase of pre-Islamic revolution, then 

the revolution phase and what followed it by establishing the new 

political regime on Shi’ei belief and its reflections on relationships with 

the United States of America,. In chapter five, the study focused on the 

studying the various Iranian Arab relationship and the various crisis this 

relationship faced in general and in detail with concentration on Iranian 

Iraqi relationships with detailed historical presentation. Then, 
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highlighting the Iranian Israeli relationship with historical detail 

presentation. Finally, the last chapter focused on the summary and 

hypothesis of the study, so this chapter highlighted Expansion and 

ascending of the Iranian political regime starting from the influence of the 

Iraqi Iranian war on Arab political regime in addition to studying the 

Iranian nuclear file and the relationship of Arab political regime with it 

directly.   


